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Abstract  –  Current approaches to establish or im-
prove precision of registration and execution in (surgical) 
robotics, especially milling applications, mostly aim at de-
termining an exact relationship between intervention area 
and the robot. However, this is subject to quality deterior-
ation  due  to  positional  shifts  and  deformations  under 
load. Therefore, in this work we describe two approaches 
to define  and measure  the actual  tool  position more ac-
curately – by optical  and force  measurements – to both 
ease static and dynamic registration and estimate tool and 
other deformations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Robots are widely used in surgical settings. They assist in 
passive tasks like camera holding as well as in more active 
situations like servoing of fixtures, endoscopic guidance, and 
actual  tissue interaction  [13],  [17].  The latter  includes both 
open  interventions  with  direct  access  to  the  operation  site 
(situs), and deeper-lying, occluded operations through small 
incisions. While the first real applications of surgical robotic 
systems have been soft tissue interventions, orthopedic oper-
ations have been long common as well. Contrary to conven-
tional machining, the subject of interest in surgical applica-
tions is a human patient, whose anatomy is highly individual 
and thus necessitates careful planning based on pre-operative 
data.

Detrimental  influences  to  precision  include  inaccuracies 
during all of the process phases – sensing, planning, registra-
tion, positioning, motion, and tool errors. When using an in-
dustrial-grade,  approved-for-medical-use  robot,  and  when 
planning on data acquired from sources like the gold standard 
of medical imaging, i.e. computer tomography (CT), the two 
largest remaining single sources of error are the precision of 
the  pre-  and  intraoperative  static  and  dynamic  registration 
and inaccuracies caused by the used tool itself.

The well-known problem of registration deals with estab-
lishing a known spatial relationship between data and patient, 
so that  intra-operative localization of tools etc.  corresponds 
to their actual  position [11]. This requires a precise method 
for determining the position of the patient, the tools, and the 

robot, if applicable. However, the tools and the robot can be 
subject to external forces and moments as well, distorting its 
supposedly  fixed  geometry  and  deteriorating  the  quality  of 
the intervention result, since the position of the tool is only 
known with insufficient precision then. Especially when us-
ing intraoperative  data from local  sensors for map-building 
and navigation, exact location data is highly important [15]. 
Therefore,  in this work we describe two approaches to im-
prove the precision of the measured tool position in order to 
make the outcome of high-precision operations like milling 
more predictable.

First, we give an overview of the state of the art in Section 
II with references to related work. In Section III, the naviga-
tion cycles  and registration methods of the presented  robot 
system RONAF (Figure 1) are  described,  while  Section IV 
presents  the  system  architecture  and  components.  A  more 
precise problem description and the proposed additional fea-
tures  are  found  in  Section  V.  Section  VI  highlights  the 
achievable results of the combined approaches. Finally, Sec-
tion VII concludes with an outlook on further  research and 
developments related to this work.
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Figure 1: Setup of the RONAF system – robot arm (1) with F/T sensor (2),  
tool holder (3), surgical miller tip (4), a skull phantom (5), fixatures (6), and  

infrared-reflective markers of the tool (7) and the robot base (8)
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II. STATE OF THE ART

In robot-assisted surgical systems, registration is often re-
lated to determining the spatial relationship between pre-op-
erative planning data and the intra-operatively acquired refer-
ence set. However, this registration often cannot be assumed 
to be fixed, or static. It is difficult to completely immobilize 
the patient, and nearly impossible to do so when dealing with 
soft tissue. Motion of the patient (patient shift) and motion of 
soft tissue like skin, the brain,  or other inner organs (tissue  
shift) are inevitable results. It is sometimes possible, although 
undesirable due to implantation trauma, to attach bone-fixed 
markers  (fiducials)  in  the  intervention  area  to  make  them 
clearly  visible  in  imaging  data  as  well  as  physically  ap-
proachable with the robot, as early commercial systems like 
Robodoc  or  CASPAR demonstrated  [16]  for  static  (initial) 
registration. With appropriate markers, it is possible to estab-
lish  dynamic  (persistent) registration with optical or electro-
magnetical  tracking devices as well.  However,  often this is 
not an option, especially for endoscopic surgery. Therefore, 
non-invasive  tracking  methods  are  generally  preferred 
nowadays, like surface-mounted optical markers for tracking 
skin motion, clamped markers for head motion (e.g. the VBH 
head holder),  or servoing based on visual  clues from video 
streams [2]. All of these result in dynamic registration rela-
tionships  and  aim  at  reducing  the  errors  between  expected 
and actual position of the intervention area. Alternatives for 
static  registration  include  point-like  anatomical  landmarks, 
defined with pointing devices, or shape-based methods of re-
gistering geometrical features from image data, like surfaces, 
crests,  or sets of points. Those methods,  possibly combined 
with atlas databases of deformable organ models, may even 
make preoperative imaging unnecessary (e.g. in the BrainLab 
VectorVision knee TKR). In  general, optical tracking seems 
to offer the best compromise of precision and speed available 
for both static and dynamic registration.

Deformation of  the  robot  has  been  discussed for  only  a 
few surgical robotic systems, including e.g. the sensor-aided 
serial  robot  system  in  [5],  where  deformations  of  up  to 
1.5mm  are  reported  for  milling  operations.  However,  this 
may be interesting for high-precision autonomous robots like 
e.g. the CRIGOS hexapod orthopaedic system,  for long, tele-
operated arms like the ZEUS endoscopic system, and has al-
ready been discussed for industrial systems, e.g. the nuclear 
inspection  4  degrees-of-freedom  manipulator  Cobra,  where 
extensive modelling based on deflection matrices for indivi-
dual  links  is  performed,  and  accuracy  could  be  improved 
from 1.5in to 0.09in under 30lbs load [12]. In another medi-
cal deformation modelling work [3], a patient positioner's ac-
curacy  was improved  from 5...8mm  to  0.4mm  through  re-
presentation of geometric and elastic errors for six axes and 
calibration with a laser tracking device.  Freehand robot-less 
navigation  with  force-based  deflection  compensation  is 
discussed e.g. in [1]. In the bone milling applications of the 
presented RONAF system [9], tool forces of up to 30N sug-
gest deformation modelling.

Deformations of tissues and other surgical enviroments are 
usually  represented  by  finite  element  models  and  mainly 
used for  training  and simulation.  They are of  little  interest 

here because of their generally lower requirements for exact 
representation of actual behaviour.

It can be concluded that for a description of the achievable 
overall  accuracy  of  milling  operations,  more  information 
about  first  the  precision  of  registration  based  on  optically 
tracked  pointers,  and second about  milling  deformation  ef-
fects,  is  necessary to determine  precision of  such robot-as-
sisted surgical milling processes.

III. NAVIGATION PRINCIPLES

Current surgical robot systems mainly rely on two sources 
of  navigation  information:  global  data  sampled  during  a 
planning phase before process execution (preparation phase), 
which is then used statically  in a spatial  context  for global 
navigation,  and local  data sampled during the process (exe-
cution  phase),  which is fed back  and used in a non-spatial 
context  in open- or closed-loop process control. The former 
may have insufficient  spatial  resolution, be difficult  to seg-
ment, or expensive,  while the latter only persists during the 
instant of sampling and is discarded immediately after ente-
ring into the control cycles.  However,  especially with auto-
nomous robots, additional information – intraoperative, spati-
al, current,  and persistent sensor data – proves necessary to 
cope with uncertainty, measurement errors, and incompleten-
ess of data.

The following Subsections A through D describe four nav-
igation principles in medical  robotics (Figure 2). This paper 
is focused mainly on cycles B and C.

A. GLOBAL NAVIGATION, PREOPERATIVE DATA

Global navigation with a preoperative map requires preop-
erative imaging of the intervention region and is used mainly 
for  planning.  Locations  and  paths  can  be  described  within 
this map in a global fashion. This map needs to be registered 
with  the  environment  before  process  execution.  No  strict 
temporal restrictions between data sampling and process exe-
cution  are  imposed.  Global,  preoperative  sensors  include 
computed  tomography (CT),  ultrasound (US),  and magnetic 
resonance tomography (MRT).

Figure 2: General navigation system architecture including the four navigati-
on principles (A through D), with examples from surgery [10]



B. GLOBAL NAVIGATION, INTRAOPERATIVE DATA

Global  navigation  based  on  an  intraoperatively  acquired 
map  is  conceptually  similar  to  the  previous  principle.  One 
has  knowledge  of  the  complete  environment  via  a  global 
map. However, acquisition may take place occasionally dur-
ing the  intervention,  thus  updating  the  environment  repres-
entation. External trackers (optical, electromagnetic, and oth-
ers) and robot or localizer encoders provide suitable data.

C. LOCAL NAVIGATION

In local navigation, execution begins without prior know-
ledge, and an initially empty local map is continuously filled 
with  information  sampled  during  execution.  This  new  in-
formation has two important properties: it is local, and it may 
provide more current and precise knowledge of the environ-
ment  than global  sensors could.  However,  for correct  map-
ping  it  is  extremely  important  to  have  precise  and  current 
location  information.   Local  sensors  can  be  force/torque 
sensors  (F/T),  electromyography  (EMG),  electrical  imped-
ance, or infrared (IR) sensors.

D. CONTROL

Control encompasses the sampling of data elements from 
the process – using the same intraoperative sensors as cycles 
B and C –, computing a reaction that  is fed to an actuating 
element, and possibly providing a feedback path to the con-
troller for closed-loop control. Control does not require spa-
tial  information;  it  serves as a reactive  navigation principle 
without persistent map-building functionality. 

IV. APPLICATION

The scope of application is the automated milling of cavi-
ties in skull bone for subdermal implantation of hearing aids, 
performed by the medical  robotic  system RONAF (“Robot-
based navigation  for milling  at  the  lateral  skull  base”)  [9]. 
One step of the process is the removal of bone material from 
the thin calotte in the shape of flat amplifier components (Fi-
gure 3), with the possible complication of breakthrough into 
the  skull  interior  and  rupture  of  the  sensitive  meningeal 
(dura mater) enclosing the brain.

The robot is an industrial model (Stäubli RX90) retrofitted 
for medical use in hip and knee endoprosthesis milling appli-
cations  (CASPAR,  by  Orto-Maquet)  regarding  speed  and 
safety.  Sensors include a 6D force/torque (F/T) sensor (JR3 
90M31A  using  strain  gage  bridges,  max.  sensing  range 
63N/5Nm,  resolution  1:4000),  a  room  microphone,  ultra-
sound,  and an NDI Polaris  infrared-optical  tracking  system 
(OTS;  measured  repeatability  accuracy  0.05mm RMS after 
warm-up phase,  specified  absolute  accuracy 0.35mm RMS, 

work volume silo-shaped ~(1000mm)³,  data rate 20...60Hz). 
The tool is a surgical mill (electrically driven miller Aescu-
lap microtron EC/GD622,  up to 30.000 rpm) mounted per-
pendicularly to the robot tool flange to minimize deformation 
(Figure 1).

V. REGISTRATION AND POSITION CORRECTION

In this section, the possible causes of imprecise operation 
of  surgical  robots  are  discussed,  with  the  most  influential 
ones pointed out. Then, two features of the RONAF system 
will be described which serve to improve the result.

Errors influencing  the  precision  of  the  final  intervention 
result originate in many phases of the process:
• Sensing error can be both mislocated features (i.e. correct 

samples  at  wrong locations)  and misrecognized  features 
(i.e.  measuring a wrong environment feature at a certain 
location). The latter is mostly a segmentation or classific-
ation error,  which is outside of the scope of methods to 
improve precision, while the former might be represent-
able.

• Planning error is caused by  misestimation or ignorance 
of system parameters, like robot dynamics, tool sizes, tool 
effectivity etc. Careful definition of those parameters hel-
ps to eliminate these effects. Logical  errors arising from 
the omission of constraints are included, as well as special 
examples like non-optimal placement of the intervention 
volume relative to the patient [19], but this is beyond the 
scope of this consideration as well.

• Registration error is the difference between the expected 
location of world model features as defined through some 
registration procedure expressed in system, e.g. robot co-
ordinates, and their actual counterparts' location in the en-
vironment. This error is introduced by imprecise localiza-
tion of environment features or by faulty matching of fea-
tures between sensed model and real environment. Regis-
tration errors can be both static – caused by imprecise ini-
tial matching – and dynamic – caused by gradual or sud-
den drift of the environment from its expected position.

• Position error  in the context  of the present  work is the 
difference between expected position pexp – of the tool, ro-
bot, or other entities – in robot work space as measured or 
commanded, and the actual position pact as resulting from 
the combination of servoing errors, encoder inaccuracies, 
miscalibrations and misregistration, and deformation from 
external loads.

• Motion  error has  a  dynamic  origin,  i.e.  inaccuracies  in 
following the planned path caused by operating the robot 
beyond its maximal speed or acceleration, or originates in 
planning, i.e. caused by faulty or at least unexpected be-
haviour  of  the  motion  planner  at  system  level,  both  of 
which can be ruled out by conservative path planning and 
extensive testing.

• Tool error, finally, is inaccuracy of execution due to in-
sufficient modelling of any actual tool operation, and can 
include effects like the width of saw cuts, tearing due to 
milling, and other operation-related issues.

In this work, we describe two methods to reduce the over-
all error. Working on top of and additionally to the primary 
localization method of reading joint position encoders of the 

Figure 3: Soundbridge implant dummy (left; grid 5x5mm², with right-
handed coordinate system), generated layered concentrical milling path 
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robot, use of optical tracking and deformation estimation hel-
ps to reduce registration and sensing/position errors.

Optical tracking provides a source of position information 
independent from the internal robot encoders, and can serve 
to  reduce  static  and  dynamic  registration  error  (Subsection 
A). Deformation of the robot and tool combination can be es-
timated to reduce the position error (Subsection B). This also 
helps with sensing error as far as local sensors are concerned. 
Planning  error,  motion  error,  and  tool  error  are  not  con-
sidered here,  because they have already been dealt  with for 
the presented task (like optimal planning [19]), are irrelevant 
(only slow motions) or their causes cannot be changed (like 
the type of used tool), respectively.

A. OPTICAL REGISTRATION

One very simple way of inducing a static and rigid regis-
tration relationship between the planned path and its executi-
on site is the definition of a local coordinate system (frame) 
by providing three or more distinct points. This can be achie-
ved  e.g.  by a  force-following  procedure  (guiding  the  robot 
manually by imposing forces on the tool [14]). However, this 
is undesirable for several reasons – it requires quite intimate 
knowledge of the system behaviour, the surgeon needs to in-
teract physically with the robot, and it is not feasible to de-
fine many points due to time requirements (15...25sec/point 
on average in our earlier experiments; accuracy 0.5...1mm). 
On the other hand, registration of image data and the executi-
on site using fiducials, which is another common method for 
establishing registration with image data,  is undesirable and 
necessitates an imaging step. Therefore,  we aim at both de-
fining and registering features with hand-held pointers (Figu-
re 4),  similar  to imaging-free procedures for orthopedic  in-
terventions, by tracking with an infrared optical tracking sys-
tem  (OTS).  Further  registration  of  other  image  modalities 
with the  patient  can then  be  performed  with intraoperative 
imaging procedures like ultrasound thickness measurements 
[7],  which  additionally  serve  to  improve  the  quality  of 
planning data.

These  pointers  can  be  used  to  define  single  points  in 
space,  delineate  regions  on surfaces,  or  define  trajectories. 
The markers attached to the pointers carry local frames and 
can be basically arbitrarily attached to the pointer itself. The-
refore,  before  any  points  can  be  provided  that  way,  the 
pointer needs to be calibrated to determine the transformation 
ApZ from the marker A to the pointer tip Z or, in other words, 
the position of the tip in the marker frame. A technical dra-
wing to do so may not be available,  so a more general me-
thod would be preferable.

Our approach  is based on pivoting (rotating)  the  pointer 
around a fixed end point. The optical tracking system conti-
nuously reports the locations OTSpA,i of the local marker frame 
in  OTS  coordinates,  which  are  collected  and  continuously 

subjected to a sphere fitting algorithm to determine whether 
they lie on a sphere surface, and extract its parameters. While 
some sphere can always be fitted to the location samples in 
the current  window, it  is only during pivoting that  the suc-
cessive  sphere  centres  OTScA,i and  radii  rA,i  stabilize  long 
enough on valid values. When those parameters are establis-
hed, the calibration is finalized by taking one more location 
sample  OTSpA and  applying  its  inverse  on  the  determined 
centre OTScA = OTSpZ:

A pZ=
A M OTS⋅

OTS pZ , where A M OTS=OTS p A
−1

The  whole  semi-automatic  pointer  calibration  procedure 
requires the user to pivot the pointer for a short time to define 
a stable end point, switches into fitting mode to determine it 
exactly, and switches back after one second (Figure 5).

The  sphere  fitting  is  done  by a  Modified  Least  Squares 
method (MLS), yielding a sphere centre which minimizes the 
sum of the squared distances  from this centre  to  all  planes 
which are bisectors of pairs of sampled points [18]. The radi-
us can then be computed as the mean of the resulting distan-
ces between samples and the centre. This method is compara-
tively  robust  against  both  outliers  and  close  neighbors. 
Furthermore, it can be expressed in closed form and is thus a 
reliable real-time algorithm.

The same procedure is used to determine the transformati-
on  TMMT from tool marker  TM to tool tip  T to calibrate  the 
tool  (cf.  Figure  1). This is  important  since the  tool  marker 
must  allow quick  reconfiguration  for  good visibility  in  the 
operating room. However, contrary to pointer calibration, for 
full registration between the tool (and thus the robot) and the 
OTS, their  relative orientation needs to be determined,  too. 
This is achieved with two additional small motions along the 
tool frame X and Y axes,  which together immediately span 
up  the  respective  coordinate  system  OTSMT when  projected 
into OTS coordinates. However, the absolute positioning ac-
curacy of the robot may mar the calibration quality.

Figure 5: Traces of two optical pointers (1, 2) with resulting fitted sphere  

centres (3, 4) in OTS coordinates

Figure 4: Two pointers (6D and 5D) with respective (example) local frames  
(origin A) and tips (Z)
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Thus,  the transformation  relations  between the  OTS and 
the tool marker  TM, the tool marker and the tool tip  T, and 
thus the tool tip and any hand-held pointer tips Zj are known. 
Additional markers at the robot base serve as dynamic refe-
rence bases DRBk to detect accidental motion of the OTS.

B. DEFORMATION ESTIMATION

An important  source  of  position  errors  is  motion  under 
contact,  i.e.  the  influence  of mechanical  load to  the  whole 
structure (base, robot, tool holder, and tool) on the position of 
the tool tip. This influence results in wrong position informa-
tion, i.e. incorrectly estimated tool tip position, due to elastic 
deformation (bending or deflection). To model and estimate 
this  error,  it  is necessary to  characterize  the  possible  loads 
and their mechanical effects to the system structure first. Se-
veral  simplifying  assumptions  can  be  made  prior  to 
modelling.

First, the application allows mechanical contacts between 
robot and environment only at the tool tip, other significant 
loads to the arm or base are prohibited. Therefore it is suffi-
cient  to  investigate  the  effects  of forces  and torques  at  the 
tool tip. Second. as the relative size of the tool tip – i.e. the 
miller head – is negligibly small (~2...5mm) compared to its 
distance from the F/T sensor (~130mm), it can be approxima-
ted as a dimensionless point of force application on an appro-
priate beam lever. As a practical consequence, torques on the 
tool tip apart from the one along the tool axis cannot be app-
lied. Similarly, tensile, compressive, or shearing forces need 
not be considered. Third, the miller's electric motor is not po-
werful  enough  to  effect  relevant  torsion  of  the  remaining 
structure from the fixed position of the miller tip.

In a first step, the stiffness of the whole structure needs to 
be estimated. During the later online phase, tip displacements 
are  accounted  for  by  adding  a  corresponding  error  vector. 
Since there is no structural reason – like predetermined ben-
ding  directions  –  for  non-isometric  deformation,  the  error 
model can be assumed as basically  a linear  combination of 
orthogonal deformations. Stiffness data gathered from the ex-
periments  (see  Subsection  VI.B.I)  exhibited  highly  linear 
force-to-deflection ratios  ki,  i  =  x,  y,  z,  so the deformations 
can be modelled as linear relationships. Together, the 3D de-
formation  Δp caused by the force vector  F is representable 
by the diagonal stiffness matrix as

 pF ⋅ k x 0 0
0 k y 0
0 0 k z

=F

The position measurements pmeas are corrected with this de-
formation to the estimate

pcorr= pmeas p F 
This  force-based  deformation  measurement  allows  more 

precise mapping when used in the local navigation cycle, sin-
ce sensor samples can then be entered into the map at their 
actual location of origin [15]. Currently this does not include 
correction of the tip position itself yet.

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Experiments  were  conducted  to  determine  the  attainable 
precision of the optical tracking method (Subsection A) and 
the deformation estimation (Subsection B).

A. OPTICAL TRACKING

Determining the precision of the OTS subsystem includes 
measuring the precision of the pointer calibration (Subsection 
A.I), as the pointers will be used later to define points in the 
robot frame, and the registration of robot and OTS for correct 
projection  of  optically  sampled  points  into the  robot  frame 
(Subsection A.II).

A.I POINTER CALIBRATION

First, the precision of the sphere fitting procedure was de-
termined  experimentally.  Data  samples  were  generated  by 
pivoting one pointer continuously around its tip Z and taking 
the coordinates of its (rotating) marker  A as returned by the 
OTS.  The  standard  deviation  (also  root-mean-squared  er-
ror/RMS)  of  n=50  repeatedly collected  sphere  centres  was 
computed  as  sC = 0.33mm  (mean)  for  a  pivoting  radius  of 
210mm  and  sC = 0.25mm  (mean)  for  a  pivoting  radius  of 
88mm. The maximum distance  between sphere centres was 
about 2.6mm, with the majority less than 1.2mm apart. These 
values can be interpreted as the maximum accuracy achiev-
able for OTS-based definition of 3D points, as they describe 
the precision of the sphere fitting based calibration.

The accuracy of the OTS-based pointing itself was tested 
then. The tip  Z of a tool with radius 210mm was pointed at 
constant  locations  with  different  angles,  and  the  distance 
between  successive  tip  position  samples  computed.  Being 
highly dependent on the quality of the initial calibration and 
the type of pointer used, this distance oscillated around mean 
µ(dZ) = 0.69mm  (0.42mm  excluding  outliers)  with  sample 
standard deviation sZ = 0.32mm.

Finally,  the “two-sided” precision of the calibration pro-
cedure was tested with two pointers.  After  calibrating each 
(i.e. determining the AipZi), their tips Z1,2 were pointed at each 
other at different locations and angles within the OTS work 
volume. The resulting distance between both tips can be in-
terpreted as the maximum achievable precision at which any 
two OTS-tracked objects can be controlled relative  to each 
other, and was determined to be around µ(dZZ) = 0.5mm.

A.II ROBOT-CAMERA REGISTRATION

The tip-to-marker registration TMMT of the tool was tested 
with a hand-held pointer in a similar setup as the two-sided 
precision above. The pointer tip Z was pointed at the tool tip 
T,  both of which  have  been calibrated  as described  above. 
Then, the distance  between the (single)  computed locations 
of T and Z at different angles of pointer and tool was calcu-
lated; it amounts to mean µ(dTZ) = 2.5mm.

Finally, the tool-to-OTS registration OTSMT was tested. The 
robot encoders were assumed to be “ground truth”, i.e. giving 
accurate positions relative to the robot base, and were used to 
define  a  set  of  positions  ROBpi within  the  relevant  robot 
workspace  by  force  following.  The  positions  OTSpi ≈ ROBpi 



were  demonstrated  a  second  time  with  a  pivoting  pointer 
relative  to  the  origin  of  the  tool  calibration  position.  The 
mean distance between corresponding pairs of positions was 
then measured as µ(dTP) = 2...4mm.  This value  includes the 
whole  process  chain  of  robot  repeatability  (for  the  initial 
point definition), precision of defining points by pivoting (for 
the  subsequent  OTS-based  point  definition),  and  the  tool 
calibration precision (for tool tip-to-marker registration).

B. FORCE-BASED DEFORMATION ESTIMATION

In  the  following,  details  of  the  stiffness  estimation  step 
(Subsection B.I) and their consequences for deformation es-
timation (Subsection B.II) are described.

B.I STIFFNESS ESTIMATION

The stiffness of base, robot, tool holder, and miller along 
the three tool  axes was determined by deforming the struc-
ture  against  a  known  ground  truth,  i.e.  a  fixed  and  rigid 
obstacle, and measuring the resulting forces. The range of in-
terest for the absolute applied forces is about |F|=0...35N for 
milling applications as a result of force-based speed control, 
aimed at limiting bone heat trauma [6], [8].

As the following results show that the observed force-to-
deflection ratio is constant  for the system setup and for the 
range of forces applied (Figure 6), there is no need to apply 
higher-order approximation functions or implement a lookup 
table  for the  deformations.  A simple  error  estimator  of the 
form

 piF i=
1
k i

⋅F i , i=x , y , z

is sufficient (Table 1 lists the measured stiffness factors). The 
remaining  position  error  (after  deformation  estimation)  is 
below 0.25mm  for  all  axes,  while  the  worst  non-corrected 
position  measurement  was  over  1.75mm  off  for  the  force 
range under scrutiny, as seen from Figure 6.

Table 1: Measured structural stiffness along tool frame axes

Stiffness k x k y k z

17.52 N
mm

19.27 N
mm

86.66 N
mm

B.II DEFORMATION ESTIMATION

The measured stiffness is used to estimate the deformation 
error for the tool tip. A milling procedure has been executed 
for  an  actual  implant-based  excavation  volume  (Figure  3; 
generic  path for Vibrant  Soundbridge,  Siemens/Symphonix, 
planned according to [20]) in samples of oak wood, which in 
former  experiments  has  been  shown  to  exhibit  similar 
properties  to  human  skull  bone,  except  for  hardness.  The 
used miller head was a 4.5mm diameter spherical drill.

The occurring forces are highest along the  Z axis, i.e. the 
miller's rotatory axis. The vertically-held miller has only litt-
le removal capability at its apex, which is desirable in every-
day use because of the limited damage to the dura mater that 
can be inflicted this way. However, this also implies high re-
active  forces up and out of the milling excavation volume. 

The effects can be seen in Figure 7, showing an enlarged side 
view of the recorded milling path, which consists of four dis-
tinct  sinking iterations [20].  The effective  position – inclu-
ding  estimated  deformation  –  consistently  lies  above  the 
planned position during planar (X/Y) milling. The vertical (Z) 
feed motions show almost no lateral deformation. The effect 
becomes more pronounced with increasing milling depth (ne-
gative  Z), where the miller head operates at higher removal 
rates. The maximum deformation observed during this expe-
riment was ~0.45mm.

Figure 6: Expected position of the tool tip (red, „pi“), applied forces (blue,  
„Fi“), and estimated position (green, „pi,corr“) along tool axes X (top), Y 

(centre), and Z (bottom)
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

The errors related to registration by optical  tracking and 
deformation during robotic milling operations have been in-
vestigated  and  quantified. It  has  been  shown that  with  the 
selected algorithms for OTS-based calibration and point de-
finition (by sphere fitting), the achievable precision can be as 
high as 0.33mm for single  markers  (on top of the 0.05mm 
OTS repeatability accuracy),  marking a lower limit  for pre-
cision of OTS-based registration. When the robot is introdu-
ced into the loop, the errors grow, but remain small enough 
for the OTS to serve as dynamic registration insurance.  For 
only three-point  registration,  the  registration  error  of  about 
2...4mm may be sufficient when interventions are supported 
by  intraoperative  sensors.  For  3D  deformation,  estimation 
functions have been determined, and experiments show their 
relevance for high-precision milling, as deformations in real 
use become at least as large as 0.45mm.

Future work includes the use of optically tracked pointers 
to define points for robot-OTS registration, surfaces, and tra-
jectories  for  intraoperative  procedures  like  ultrasound  ima-
ging.  Instead of e.g.  force-based servoing of the robot-held 
ultrasound probe along the surface to be scanned (similar to 
dermatome servoing in [4]), the imaging run can be accele-
rated  by  predefining  the  scan  trajectory  manually  with 
pointers.  Furthermore,  dynamic  registration  (tracking)  bet-
ween camera, robot base, and the patient will be integrated to 
reduce the effects of sudden shifts of tracked objects or the 
OTS  by  controlling  the  robot  position  appropriately.  This 
will  also  allow  comparative  measurements  of  deformation 
based on both force and OTS.
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Figure 7: Enlarged side view (X/Z) of recorded milling motion (Soundbridge  
implant, four sinking iterations top-to-bottom); showing the difference bet-

ween planned milling path (solid line) and effective path due to deformation  
(dotted line)
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